
 

MATERIALS LIST—WHIRLYBIRD  KITE 
 

Amt. Req.  Size and Description  Use  
1  1/8 x 3 x 36" sheet balsa  rotors  
1  1/4 x 3 x 20" sheet balsa  fuselage  
1  1/16 x 3 x 20" sheet balsa  vane, stabilizer  
1  1/8 x 3/4 x 5" pine or basswood  landing gear support  
2  1 1/4" Dia wooden wheels  main wheels  
1  3/4" Dia wooden wheel  nose wheel  
1  10" x .030 wire  axles  
1  9" length coat hanger wire  rotor mast  
3  #6-32 brass hex nuts  rotor spacers  
1  3/32" id brass washer  thread washer  
2  3/32" id x 3/4" brass tube  rotor bearings  
1  2 x 4" tin can stock  rotor hubs  
2  3/16" id brass eyelets  tether eye  
Misc.  model airplane cement, red, black, and silver dope; and kite string 
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By ROY L CLOUGH JR. 

Unique gyrocopter-kite design 

launches itself without towing, 
costs less than $1 to build 

HEN there's not enough room 
to run with a kite or too 

much wind to fly model 
airplanes, it's a perfect time and 
place to test fly this newly 
designed rotary-wing kite. All ma-
terials you'll need are available at 
your local hobby shop and in one 
evening's time you can have your 
'copter-kite ready to fly. 

First, layout the fuselage, stabil-
izer, rotors, and vanes (Fig. 3) on 
balsa stock and cut them out with 
a sharp hobby knife or razor 
blade. To shape the rotors and 
stabilizer, first crack them along 
scored lines as in Fig. 3A, then fill 
the crack with cement and prop 
up the end of the part until the 
cement dries. Note that the rotors 
are not identical, but are a pair, 
having opposite pitch for counter-
rotation and are oppositely coned. 

Now cement the stabilizer and 
landing gear support (Fig. SB) to 
the fuselage, reinforcing the joints 
with a fillet cut from the 1/4-in. 
balsa stock. 

Next cut the rotor mast from 
coat hanger wire and cement this 
to the right side of the fuselage, 
12 3/4 in. from the aft end. Rein-
force by sewing it to the balsa 
with a needle and heavy thread, 
then coat the threads" with more 
cement. After installing the eyelet 
to which the tether attaches, sand 
the assembly with fine sandpaper 
and paint as in Fig. 3C, with model 
airplane dope. Do not apply dope 
to the rotors or vane. 

The rotor bearings and hubs 
(Fig. 3D) are made of 3/4-in. 
lengths of tubing soldered to strips 
of tin can metal. Make two of 
these, form them over the blades, 
and cement them to the rotors as 
in Fig. 3E. 
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